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1 Executive Summary 
The global hotel industry is going through significant changes with guest relationships. The impact of 
technology, specifically internet platforms, is starting to hit hospitality. On-demand platforms, such as 
Uber, are changing the game for guest expectations when it comes to service. Airbnb’s massive growth is 
asking the question of what it means to be a lodging provider and Amazon is redefining how people 
purchase goods and track their delivery. In each case, the innovation is a seamless customer experience 
redefining how customers interact with the company and how staff interacts with each other. 
Communication has become targeted and digital leveraging apps, text messages and websites to deliver 
real-time engagement and transparency. With cloud communication infrastructure at the foundation, 
these “platform companies” are able to deliver service that gives them dominant market share. 

Although service is a core essence of hotel loyalty, a recent study by Revenue Strategy Summit shows 
that service delivery is the result of 56% of negative trip reviews1. A hotel has many moving parts, as we 
will illustrate later, which makes delivering service a tough role. There are many communication channels 
where information can travel, leaving many opportunities for problems. Failure in service delivery 
generally comes from issues with communication across the hotel and it’s many departments. This gap 
arises from the lack of a unified communication infrastructure to drive efficiency, reliability and 
accountability of service delivery. 

As modern platforms adjust guest expectations for service delivery, it makes hotels vulnerable for 
disruption. Why is it that a guest can order a pizza from their phone app from Dominos and receive 
instant confirmation and an estimate on delivery time with real-time status updates, but the same guest 
receives a totally different experience when ordering towels to their room directly from the hotel? As the 
pace of lodging innovation speeds up, hotels must find a way to keep up with service delivery or risk 
losing relevance. A growing asset light model also increases the competitive landscape for hotels, making 
reliable service delivery even more timely. Service delivery is an area in which hotels can excel when 
given the right toolset. 

While the booking experience has evolved drastically, the state of communication inside hotels has not 
experienced the same level of innovation over the past 20 years. Most hotels still rely on analog 
communication, while others use disparate systems that require staff to carry multiple cumbersome and 
costly devices, such as expensive radios/walkie-talkies, leading to friction in service delivery. In most 
cases, communication between guest-to-staff and staff-to-staff does not leverage the newest methods 
that many guests and staff prefer besides voice alone (email, text, chat, voice chat, voice to text, radio, 
text to voice and more), but rather occurs over a heterogeneous mix of legacy manual, on premise and 
proprietary solutions. The current problems result from years of independent decisions that addressed 
specific departmental needs with the technical solutions available at the time.  

This white paper is intended to provide a framework for hotels to leverage cloud communication to 
improve service delivery. The framework will present a new kind of communication architecture called the 
Hospitality Communication Platform (HCP). Teamed with a business flow framework optimized for a 
hotel and each of its departments, this HCP provides a holistic approach to reduce the number of 
communication devices while expanding communication methods. In doing so, this will further provide 
transparency and operational efficiency to reduce the friction that exists in serving guests and the 
operations staff. For a more detailed examination of the benefits to various stakeholders, visit Section 5 of 
this document. 

This document analyzes inherent problems with the current state of hotel communication technology, 
discusses solutions that address those problems and presents a framework for selecting the appropriate 
solution given the resources and needs of a given property or property group. Lastly, the document 
provides a guide on how to engage with vendors to solve communication problems according to the 
option selected to achieve a version of the HCP. 

                                                      
 
 
1 https://skift.com/2016/08/02/free-report-the-hospitality-industrys-new-platform-paradigm/ 

https://skift.com/2016/08/02/free-report-the-hospitality-industrys-new-platform-paradigm/
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Additionally, this framework helps to educate and inform hoteliers about existing communication solutions 
that support elements of the framework and how these solutions can be used to achieve the HCP while 
optimizing for cost, time and/or flexibility. 
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3 Introduction 
The lodging industry is seeing fundamental shifts in consumer behavior in the face of tech-driven 
companies. The needs and expectations of guests are drastically shifting with the on-demand economy, 
creating a much higher focus on service delivery. At the same time, the competition for lodging is 
expanding with alternative accommodations. The consumer demand for evolution has led to Airbnb 
becoming the largest lodging player in less than 10 years of existence. With search technology to answer 
any question, a social network for recommendations, mobile apps for service delivery and various 
accommodations for rooms, there are now viable alternatives to the traditional lodging experience.  

These trends are causing the identity of a hotel to push beyond simply offering a market segment-
appropriate room to sleep in. In their own homes, guests have better Wi-Fi, televisions and speakers than 
most hotels, making in-room entertainment a relic of the past. In the new era of lodging, guests are 
placing value on experiences above decor. Hotel loyalty is coming to be defined by the consistent delivery 
of service, which is made difficult in a hotel by the number of moving parts. Service requires coordination 
and process; this is why the foundation of the lodging evolution is the infrastructure hotels use to 
communicate both internally and with their guests. 

The HTNG Cloud Communications Workgroup brought together expert hoteliers from independent and 
franchise groups alongside experienced technology vendors and other industry professionals. The group 
set out to understand the current state of communication in hotels, and how cloud architecture could help 
hotels have better communication to deliver a better offering for guests. In the first major session, the 
group pondered on the fundamental question: “What is the goal of a hotel?” The aim was to find 
something universal and to build a framework that works for all hotel segments. After discussing, the 
group unanimously converged on one answer: The goal of a hotel is to meet or exceed the 
expectations of a guest. And so, it follows: The goal of a communication framework in a hotel is to 
help the staff meet or exceed the expectations of a guest. 

This simple statement allows the framework to work for a hotel at any price, start level, location, brand, 
etc. and it comes down to providing service appropriate for the segment. A mid-market guest does not 
look for butler service but would certainly complain about basic amenities not being delivered. These 
expectations drive loyalty, pricing power and reviews for a hotel. According to a survey done by Revenue 
Strategy Summit, the primary driver of bad reviews is a low quality of service2. This includes everything 
from cleanliness, to pre-check in requests, to in-stay service requests, which all require effective 
communication. 

The goal of the framework is to rethink how hotels should communicate in the face of service delivery. 
The communication infrastructure in hotels has not significantly changed over the past 20 years. In most 
cases, guest-to-staff and staff-to-staff communications do not leverage methods beyond radio and phone 
(e.g. apps, web, chat, SMS) across the entire property. Once new methods like service apps or guest text 
messaging are introduced, they are done within a specific department and integrated in limited ways. This 
leads to service gaps when information is not communicated, causing problems with the service being 
delivered. 

To enhance service delivery in a hotel, we have to improve the communication infrastructure by driving 
reliability, accountability and transparency. This has to be done in a holistic way, rather than solving the 
needs of each department independently. In this whitepaper, a framework will be provided to streamline 
and unify this infrastructure by creating a Hospitality Communication Platform (HCP). The HCP 
provides a holistic approach to communication in a hotel by simplifying how staff communicate with each 
other and with their guests while providing a number of benefits, including operations and costs. We will 
analyze inherent problems with the current state of hotel communication technology, discuss solutions 
that address those problems and present a framework for selecting the appropriate solution given the 
resources and needs of a given property or property group. 

                                                      
 
 
2 https://skift.com/2016/08/02/free-report-the-hospitality-industrys-new-platform-paradigm/ 

https://skift.com/2016/08/02/free-report-the-hospitality-industrys-new-platform-paradigm/
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4 The Problem 
Hotels present a unique challenge in communication. There are a lot of moving pieces that go into 
operating a hotel, and the type of work that is done varies by region, hotel type and luxury level. In each 
case, the multiple departments of a hotel have to be in constant real-time communication with each other 
in order to fulfill their job. The environment of a hotel is dynamic, and priorities constantly change 
throughout the day, making adaptability and responsiveness critical for success. However, staff of a hotel 
are constantly on the move and often in situations where they cannot stop to have a conversation. Non-
disruptive, real-time coordination of staff is paramount, so the communication infrastructure a hotel uses 
can define the hotel’s success. 

The landscape of common communication options is a mix of standalone systems tailored for the needs 
of specific departments (e.g. Concierge, Housekeeping, Maintenance, F&B, Bell, Front Desk, etc.). Each 
system has a different reach and level of reliability, so staff tend to use multiple channels to execute work 
to ensure its completed (e.g. in-person, paper, radio, app, web). Because of this, staff need to carry 
multiple devices just to do their job. Communicating across multiple channels and devices decreases 
productivity, loses data, increases costs and results in operational issues leading to guest dissatisfaction. 

While this approach has been historically successful at improving the operation of individual departments, 
it lacks a way to improve the operation as a whole. Staff in a hotel find that crossing the interdepartmental 
divide is difficult with current technology options. Radios are typically the common thread, but require 
everyone to be available and plugged in. Radios also offer little accountability or tracking. For this reason, 
communication methods span multiple digital and analog channels, and staff find themselves using every 
channel redundantly to secure success. In addition, the introduction of guest-facing technology (such as 
apps and text messaging) has created new channels for communication, directly from the guest. As the 
world speeds up, hotel staff find it difficult to keep pace with the current state of communication 
technology.   

4.1 How Information Travels in a Hotel 

The biggest point of friction with the current system is how information travels. We can use a metaphor of 
something familiar, such as the subway system, to truly illustrate the point. Let’s pretend information 
needs to travel between departments, and each department, in this example, is a subway station. 
Information can take optional routes to travel between stations. Each route is independent and does not 
easily share its information with other routes. Routes in this example reflect the different systems in a 
hotel. Some requests remain on one channel, while others may need to exist on multiple channels, 
depending on how many staff members are required to fulfill it. Ultimately, channels/routes get selected 
based on preference, resource availability and the need for expedience.  

Below: A diagram of information flow is like a subway map: www.htng.org/communicationsmap 

 

http://www.htng.org/communicationsmap
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Figure 1 

Following the map above, it is easy to see how information can get lost in the shuffle. As work is 
distributed across the many lines of communication, there are lots of opportunities for something to be 
forgotten, misheard, misunderstood or incomplete. Having multiple ways to achieve something leaves 
room to make mistakes. As the old saying goes: “One who has two clocks never knows the time.” 

4.2 How We Got Here 

How did we get here? In many ways, integrations between communication systems follow the hotel 
organizational structure. For instance, a housekeeper would not typically speak to a concierge and the 
systems each use are not connected. This follows the classic Conway’s Law, which states that 
organizations build technology to mimic the operational structures of their environment. In a world where 
departments don’t frequently interact with each other, or their guests, the systems follow suit.  

Following Conway’s Law, technology decisions have generally been made to meet the needs of a 
department without consideration for cross-departmental functionality, which typically proves to be costlier 
for the hotel. The traditional approach has been to identify and source point solutions for each particular 
requirement (e.g. a phone system, a PMS, a service optimization system, etc.) and evaluate how well the 
specific problem being faced is solved by the system. The solutions have been a mix of on premise and 
cloud options.  

Data flow is typically considered at the level of the PMS, but little consideration is given to how the target 
system integrates with other systems in the property that also deal with guest services and hotel 
operations. When systems need to interact with each other, development projects are required to build 
point-to-point integrations which are costly and lock the hotel into a set of vendors. This has in general 
been a deterrent to systems being truly integrated. As such, systems require manual and independent 
operations by hotel staff using other means, including paper, radio and in-person interactions, to plug the 
gaps. 
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5 Solution – The Hospitality Communication 
Platform (HCP) 

The ideal framework to improve the communication in a hotel is to leverage a platform architecture that 
has led to the success of companies such as Uber, Airbnb, Amazon, etc. This architecture brings all 
stakeholders in a business onto a unified communication system (“platform”) and allows for extremely 
efficient and effective communication. A platform does not presume any specific communication modes 
but focuses on bringing everything together for a seamless experience. This solution ensures that every 
department in a hotel is communicating on a common platform in order to meet or exceed the 
expectations of guests. This framework will be called the Hospitality Communication Platform, or HCP 
for short.  

Unified communication between every part of the business through the HCP allows for unparalleled 
customer service. Re-architecting hotel communications through the HCP allows for greater operational 
efficiencies, more effective completed work and reduced costs of the underlying technology. The 
operational workflows of every department become transparent, and opportunities to improve guest 
service become clear.  

From the perspective of staff-to-staff communication, the HCP allows a hotel to capture and share critical 
information using the most appropriate methods (voice, SMS/chat, mobile notifications), without 
sacrificing accountability or reliability. From the perspective of service recovery, a holistic Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) can be enforced irrespective of the service/department. Furthermore, by integrating 
departmental communication, hotels enable flexible orchestration and automation of tasks to reflect the 
unique needs of every brand. 

With the HCP, information becomes sticky and can easily be tracked in history. Guest requests can be 
associated with a guest profile, giving more depth to a CRM. Information captured throughout the stay 
can be unified into a single view of the guest for enhancing loyalty. Appropriate profile data can be 
provided to every department alongside a task, allowing for improved personalization. This may include a 
housekeeper greeting your guest by name when cleaning their room or a front desk agent asking about 
amenities based on previous stays. While this information has always been available, the platform makes 
it accessible at any time. 

Management in a hotel can leverage the HCP to synchronize the work across the property under a single 
vision; providing improved transparency into the inner working of every department. This extra data 
combined with alerting and analytics allows for troubleshooting operational issues, as well as efficiently 
monitoring for challenges before they grow. 

5.1 Business Objectives of the HCP 

While the HCP will improve service delivery in general, the solution cannot live in a vacuum. The hotel is 
running multiple technology solutions and has specific needs that must be addressed by the framework in 
order to make it desirable for adoption. The workgroup has identified a number of specific problems 
hotels face with the current communication infrastructure. The group has framed the most common ones 
as business objectives of the HCP, however, there are many more that will be specific to a property. 
These objectives must be explicitly noted and discussed when a property seeks to implement the HCP. 

Below is a list of the most common business objectives for a communication infrastructure. If these 
objectives are aligned with the need of a property, the HCP is a great solution. 

1. Establish a central SLA when communicating guest requests to reduce negative reviews. 

2. Enforce a common workflow for communicating work to be done. 

3. Reduce the number of redundant systems that exist in the hotel. 

4. Provide unified reporting and tracking on the work being communicated and executed. 

5. Reduce the number of devices needed by staff to communicate work. 

6. Allow any guest-facing communication method to be easily added and integrated. 

7. Create effective notifications with reliable delivery to staff regarding incomplete work.  
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8. Provide a simple way for staff to capture work and communicate it centrally. 

9. Remove the need for staff to use unapproved systems to communicate (iMessage, SMS). 

10. Achieve flexibility to try new technology across any department with low cost and risk. 

11. Give staff full context on a guest (profile, requests, etc.) to allow personalized service.  

12. Provide unified communication between all staff across every department. 

13. Provide unified communication between various guest channels and hotel staff. 

14. Make data sharing between departments seamless and secure. 

15. Allow staff to communicate between properties when the staff members are shared for cost 

efficiency. 

16. Provide a consistent way of managing security and controlling PII data. 

17. Ensure that every communication channel has clear admin control and security.  

18. Simplify the integration of in-room technologies into hotel service communication. 

19. Add transparency and accountability for guest-to-staff and staff-to-staff communications. 

20. Create communication metrics to collect analytics and monitor alerts. 

5.2 Business Outcomes of the HCP 

There are significant impacts that come from adopting the HCP across the entire value chain. By 
integrating every department, the hotel can run a much more cohesive operation by enhancing efficiency, 
effectiveness and experience. Here is a list of some of the benefits stakeholders can achieve when the 
HCP is adopted. 

The following benefits can be observed by hotel guests: 
1. Expectation on service can be reliably met 

2. Improved loyalty, since hotel service will be more reliable and personal 

3. Choice in engagement channel (SMS, app, email, FB, etc.) beyond just calling/in-person 

4. Availability of innovative technology such as AI or chatbots to improve service delivery 

5. Reduced anxiety through easy and up-to-date tracking of request status 

6. Easy way to follow up on a request to receive clarification or make changes 

7. Full feedback loop for the quality of service being delivered 

 
The following benefits can be observed by hotel brands: 

1. Better staff utilization and higher effectiveness 

2. Unified monitoring and enforcement of brand service standards across all properties  

3. Comparison of performance between properties and departments between properties  

4. Shared guest profiles across properties within a brand 

5. Integrate central brand guest-facing technology with localized task creation at individual hotels 

6. Continuous experience from the initial booking, throughout the stay and from one stay to another 

 
The following benefits can be observed by hotel owners: 

1. Reduced cost from devices and redundant systems 

2. Centralized data to allow comparing operations between properties, improving efficiency 

3. Sharing of staff between neighboring properties through unified task management 

4. New ways of leveraging staff, such as a multi-skilled workforce 

 
The following benefits can be observed by general managers: 

1. Better staff utilization and higher effectiveness 

2. Reduced software costs by removing redundant systems 

3. Reduced integration costs by removing the need for custom built integrations 

4. Keep up with the latest expectations in service 

5. Reduced risk of service recovery by tracking progress of all work holistically 
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6. Reduced complexity in the current technological stack and simplified operational workflows 

7. Personalized service to guests by sharing information across all systems 

8. New channels of communication, such as Facebook or WeChat, in a holistic way 

 
The following benefits can be observed by department management: 

1. Ability to measure, manage and enforce specific SLAs for each type of communication 

2. Improve responsiveness by allowing real time communication across the property 

3. Holistic view into the entire operation with single point to access any and all staff 

4. Simplified management reporting with deeper transparency and broader data 

5. Real time seamless translation of requests between staff that speak different languages 

6. Streamlined onboarding of staff with one central system 

 
The following benefits can be observed by hotel staff: 

1. Clarity in the work that needs to be done, specified within one unified channel 

2. Simple accountability measure that ensures work passed on will be owned 

3. Clarity of guest expectations with appropriate profile data to provide context 

4. Improved efficiency by reducing devices required to interact with each other and guests 

5. Access to the entire hotel within one single place 
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6 The Platform – A Foundation for the HCP 
The Hospitality Communication Platform (HCP) is applying a platform architecture to the hotel business, 
borrowing from the design of companies, such as Uber and AirBnB. According to a study done by 
accenture on The Platform Economy3, digital businesses are set to represent 25% of the world’s economy 
by 2020, and the platform business models represent a rapid-increasing proportion of this overall total. 
This mode of leveraging technology to communicate is creating a significant competitive advantage since 
it allows businesses to operate much more efficiently and effectively. 

According to a Harvard Business Review called Three Elements of a Successful Platform4, “The rise of 
platforms is being driven by three transformative technologies: cloud, social, and mobile. The cloud 
enables a global infrastructure ... social networks connect people globally and maintain their identity ... 
mobile allows connection to this global infrastructure anytime, anywhere.” This is the same foundation 
HTNG’s workgroup was looking to bring into the HCP.  

While the platform architecture uses technology, it is just as much about a new operational model as it is 
about the tools. The idea is that all aspects of the business are accessible in real time across the entire 
value chain. This means that staff can be communicated with, and work can be tracked, all in a unified 
way. If you consider what Uber has done for instance, it replaced manual dispatching with voice with a 
platform that keeps track of all drivers, and even connects them to the consumers, getting rid of the radio 
chatter. The power of the platform allows communication to be very precise and fully trackable. The 
service delivered is ultimately the same, just done better. Alex Moazed explained in his blog that “People 
make the mistake of conflating a platform with an app or a website, but a platform isn’t just a piece of 
software, it’s a holistic business model5.” The real value comes from operational gains that result from 
combining different systems together into a seamless whole.  

A report by Skift, The Hospitality Industry’s new Platform Paradigm6, states that a platform can be 
achieved by a hotel if it can accommodate for three factors: The system must be unified, open, and 
sticky. Unified means every part of the business can be accessible through the platform and all work 
needs to be managed on the platform. Open means the platform must allow for external integrations of 
channel partners, enabling evolution. Sticky means using the platform over time must make the system 
better at serving the needs of the consumer.  

According to Skift, measuring a platform by how well it is unified, open and sticky can predict the 
performance of the business. These measurements would be as follows with the HCP: 

 
1. Unified: How well guests and staff can interact in real-time across any device 

2. Open: How easily other channels and vendors can plug into the platform 

3. Sticky: How well the platform captures guests’ data and enables personalization 

6.1 Adopting the HCP 

The proposed solution is to establish the Hospitality Communication Platform (HCP) to bridge the 
disparate modes of communication that exist in a hotel today. The solution will require creating a unified 
architecture and adapting each department of a hotel to the solution based on the current technology in 

                                                      
 
 
3 https://www.accenture.com/fr-fr/_acnmedia/PDF-2/Accenture-Platform-Economy-Technology-Vision-
2016-france.pdf 
 
4 https://hbr.org/2013/01/three-elements-of-a-successful-platform 
 
5 https://www.applicoinc.com/blog/what-is-a-platform-business-model/ 
 
6 https://skift.com/2016/08/02/free-report-the-hospitality-industrys-new-platform-paradigm/ 
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place. The HCP can be achieved in multiple steps, and planning for the ideal state can allow for gradual 
movement for achieving it. 
 
The most critical part of building an HCP is setting a strategy for a unified architecture of communication. 
This means that no system for communication can be disconnected, and also no department can be left 
in the dark. In all cases, cloud-based technology needs to be introduced into departments that may not be 
“online” at the moment. This means shifting away from analog communication such as short-wave radios, 
and paper notepad, into centralized digital channels accessible both in and outside of the property. 
Bringing every department “online” is a critical part in achieving the benefits of a platform. 
 
There are multiple ways to achieve the HCP and each hotel needs to evaluate each alternative with 
respect to their needs, cost and timeframe. A lot will depend on the existing communication technology, 
budget and vision. Some alternatives will be able to bring all departments “online” at once, others will 
separate the work into multiple parts. There is no single way to execute the HCP and it is important to 
understand the properties of each alternative.  

6.2 Implementation Alternatives 

This document will propose three architectures that achieve the Hospitality Communication Platform 
(HCP) and discuss details thereof:  
 

1. Point-to-Point 

2. Hub-And-Spoke 

3. Service Bus 

 
Each architecture offers different benefits at varied level of investments. For each solution, we will 
examine the premise of:  
 

1. Complexity: How hard is this to implement in a property? 

2. Cost: The overall financial impact including setup, SaaS license and professional services. 

3. UVP: The extent to which this solution can achieve the ultimate value proposition.  

4. Maintenance: The cost and manpower inherent in maintaining the system. 

5. Flexibility: How easy is this to extend to new pieces and functionality? 

 
Below is an analysis of each HCP architecture and its properties. Note that some properties may choose 
to start with one approach and then transition to another. All alternatives offer significant value from the 
current state.  
 

1. Point-To-Point: Multiple systems that serve specialized purposes across the hotel are tightly 

integrated with each other to provide seamless communication. Departments of the hotel that 

have analog systems select a single system to use and redundant systems are minimized. 

Standards are put in place wherever possible to allow for better flexibility of vendor fit. This is a 

step in the right direction and can prepare for a deeper solution. 

Complexity: Low Cost: Low UVP: Some Maintenance: High Flexibility: Low 

 

2. Hub-And-Spoke: A single product capable of handling the needs of multiple departments is 

selected to be the hub to build upon. Departments of the hotel that have analog systems 

converge to using the hub and redundant systems are removed and displaced by the hub. 

Missing functionality in the foundational product is handled by specialized systems which are 

integrated into the hub. This is an evolutionary approach allowing parts of the hotel to get online 

one at a time to increase the value. 

Complexity: Med Cost: Med UVP: Most Maintenance: Med Flexibility: Med 
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3. Service Bus: A service bus is added into the core of the hotel and connected to the essential 

systems such as the PMS, POS, and CRM, which serves as the connection layer to all systems 

going forward. Every department selects their access point into the bus and converges on a 

single system. Departments of the hotel that have analog systems select a system capable of 

connecting to the service bus. Where possible, a single system is used across multiple 

departments and analytics and alerts are built on top of the bus infrastructure. New components 

are introduced to the hotel by integrating into the bus. An orchestration layer on top of the bus is 

built with a rules engine to trigger multi-system coordination.  

Complexity: High Cost: High UVP: All      Maintenance: Med/High Flexibility: High 

 
The HCP is intended to be unbiased in terms of the communication channels used. The architecture will 
inherently cover various forms of communication available through digital channels available for staff-to-
staff as well as staff-to-guests. We will address communication that is both unstructured (e.g. Radio, 
SMS) and structured (e.g. Task, Checklist), and how the two need to work alongside each other. 
Ultimately, this solution is evolution-ready and structured to flexibly integrate new communication 
technology as it arises.  
 
To provide a path for hotels to achieve an HCP, we will define best practices which take into account the 
transition from a disparate architecture into a unified one. We will address various integration 
requirements of communication systems (service delivery, messaging, legacy requirements), security, 
management and deployment needs of a modern hotel for staff communications. 
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7 Business Scenarios 

7.1 Staff-to-Staff Communications 

There is a full-service independent hotel in a city center with 500 rooms operating at a high level of 
occupancy. The hotel has a lot of competition, and keeping operations running smoothly is at the core of 
its profitability. While maintaining a relatively lean staff, the hotel needs to also keep its service consistent. 
There is an off-property PBX so the Front Desk is handling a lot of request dispatching from guests. 
Above all, the hotel cannot risk its online reputation. 

7.1.1 Current Communication 

In this hotel, the Front Desk is going to be instrumental in playing the central link between the guests and 
other departments. There is pride in the hotel for service delivery so the Front Desk Agent manages all 
the work close to completion. Consider the following example of interactions between the Front Desk and 
other departments: 
 

1. Front Desk informs Housekeeping that a VIP has arrived via Radio 

2. Front Desk requests a Houseman to clean a public space via Paper Ticket 

3. Front Desk informs the Concierge that a guest needs a limo via the Concierge System 

4. Front Desk tells the Houseman that the floor needs cleaning via conversation In Person 

5. Front Desk puts in an order with F&B for a burger on behalf of a guest via POS 

6. Front Desk requests that Housekeeping rushes a room via the Housekeeping System 

7. Front Desk requests a Houseman to deliver hangers via Service Optimization System 

8. Front Desk hands over house status updates to the General Manager via Email 

 
 

 

Figure 2 
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7.1.2 Potential Problems 

In the previous scenarios, there are many ways that communication can fail, and the property can miss a 
guest expectation. Some of the main issues above are:The front desk requires staff to carry several 
expensive devices to accomplish tasks. 
 

1. Most systems do not integrate with each other, requiring multiple access points. 

2. There is no central place to see what is outstanding for anyone in the hotel. 

3. Tracking work to completion requires consistent pinging and checking multiple systems. 

4. Paper and in-person work assignments have no accountability or transparency. 

5. Many of these interactions require human intervention, whom are highly error-prone. 

6. Completed tasks are not tagged to a guest profile, keeping little on-property history. 

7.1.3 Impact of Adopting the HCP 

When adding an HCP into this hotel, the hotel would be able to streamline the communication and 
enforce a better consistency in service delivery. Every department would have access to the HCP and all 
work would start to go through a central system. All communication about work on analog channels such 
as paper and radio would be moved to more structured sources that had an SLA. Apps for staff could 
reliably receive any work paired with guest profile information and special notes for execution. The GM 
could monitor everything on the HCP without needing outdated email recaps. The Front Desk Agent could 
use a single system to dispatch work to Maintenance and Housekeeping Departments and monitor 
completion, to see when a room could be checked in. All F&B orders could also be centrally managed 
through one place, showing up alongside any amenity requests.  

7.2 Guest-to-Staff Communication 

There is a luxury five-star branded hotel in a resort town in Hawaii with 300 rooms operating at seasonal 
occupancy. The hotel has a lot of recurring guests and commands a premium in the market because of its 
high customer service. The responsiveness to guests’ needs pre-, during-, and post-stay is the trademark 
of the hotel. Many guests have come here over generations and the hotel service strives for the highest 
level of hospitality. Since the hotel is seasonal, the staff count changes accordingly, making training on 
processes and systems a challenge to maintain the high service standards. In spite of best efforts, the 
service level occasionally suffers when requests are dropped, the staff is not up-to-date on the latest 
standards or new staff is unsure how to use the technology systems.  

7.2.1 Current Communication 

In order to deliver the highest service, the GM of the hotel has installed a number of systems into the 
hotel. Each system has been requested by the director of the respective department based on their 
experience at other properties. The systems are integrated with the PMS, but not with each-other. Over 
the last few years, management has been working to keep up with the new generation of travelers and 
experimenting with SMS, apps and in-room voice.   
 
Consider the following example of interactions between a guest and the hotel: 
 

- Guest asks the Concierge to move dinner up by 30 minutes and add two guests via SMS 

- Guest requests dry-cleaning from Housekeeping by filling out a form via Paper 

- Guest asks to have the AC fixed by Engineering via In Person 

- Guest orders room service from the F&B Department via Telephone 

- Guest asks for hypoallergenic pillows from Reservations via Email 

- Guest requests a late checkout from the Front Desk via In-Room TV 

- Guest requests more hangers from the PBX via Telephone 

- Guest follows up with Engineering to check if the AC has been fixed via Guest App 

- Guest requests their bags to be brought up by Bell via In-Room Voice App 
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Figure 3 

7.2.2 Potential Problems 

Despite all the systems in place, there are a lot of opportunities for problems in the operation. While 
placing the request seems to be well taken care of, a lot of room to make mistakes can happen in the 
execution of it. It is easy to miss an SLA, not follow up in time or fail to capture a guest preference. 
Having communication across multiple integrated channels can also make it difficult for the Front Office to 
watch guest satisfaction.  
 
In Figure 3, hypoallergenic pillows could be missed in the email. Reservation details in an SMS can be 
missed when making the reservation and adding it to the concierge system. An urgent dry-cleaning 
request could lead to problems if not brought to the guest in time. The AC repair could be missed in a 
down season because the hotel is short-staffed, leading to a bad guest experience. Room service could 
be delayed without giving the guest a notification, leaving them hungry. Bags could not be picked up in 
time by bell making the passenger late for a flight since the in-room voice system is not connected to 
other operational systems. 
 
Even if everything goes according to plan, these interactions are not centrally recorded. The favorite 
restaurant or hypoallergenic pillow request is not captured in a central system. The hotel is unable to 
understand how the guest operates and is not able to offer a piece of mind on important requests such as 
AC, dry cleaning or food.  

7.2.3 Impact of Adopting the HCP 

Adding an HCP into the picture allows the hotel to treat the guest in a holistic manner. Internal 
department systems would be fully integrated into SMS, emails, and apps with request status displayed in 
real-time in the system. All tasks can be monitored for an SLA to be sure the AC gets fixed, the hangers 
and food get delivered and the pillows are in the room before the guest arrives.  
 
The HCP can alert the management when an SLA is breached, allowing intervention before it becomes 
an issue for the guest. Any deviations in service delivery will become clear and can then be managed 
throughout a single system. The FOM can get a report of all delayed guest requests to understand where 
the operation broke down and fix the problem. 
 
New communication channels, such as apps, SMS and in-room voice, can flow into the same system. 
This means all of the required details are present for the staff executing them. If there is ever confusion, 
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the complete information is available. This allows the GM to continue to tune new technology in line with 
the operation and reduce the risks of trying innovative solutions. 
 
Lastly, all interactions implying guest preference can be easily recorded and centrally referred to. A bell 
staff can ask about the restaurant experience upon picking up the guest’s bags. The front desk can note 
hypoallergenic pillows were requested for the next time the guest arrives. Extra hangers could also be 
added to the room before the next trip. There are many small, yet meaningful, interactions that can be 
done across the property based on the behavior a guest exhibits on this trip, which will create more 
loyalty.  

7.3 Guest-to-Multiple-Staff Communication 

A large mountain resort spread across multiple buildings serves guests during winter months for skiing 
and summer months for hiking. With the spread of locations, some resources are not readily available 
and a missed guest request could easily lead to frustration, making the guest walk across the property to 
take care of the request themselves. Guests value convenience and relaxation above all. Great ratings 
help the property command pricing power and attract higher-end guests.  

7.3.1 Current Communication 

In a spread-out operation, multiple departments communicating together can create or ruin a great 
experience. Since a combination of people need to deliver a service, there is a delay in the time, as well 
as a higher opportunity for something to be misunderstood or missed. Understanding how gaps in more 
basic guest and staff use cases frames the added complexity of multiple departments coordinating. 
Consider the following more complex examples requiring multiple steps:  
 

1. A Guest requests non-feathered pillows at booking, which is stored in the PMS, then a Front 

Desk agent relays the request to Housekeeping by placing the task into an SoS system. 

2. A Guest requests dinner reservations with the Front Desk via Guest App, then a Front Desk 

agent alerts the Concierge by entering it into the Concierge System. 

3. A Guest requests a toothbrush by calling the PBX via Telephone, PBX uses the Telephone to 

ask Housekeeping to deliver it and dispatches the request on Paper. To check that the service 

request was fulfilled, the PBX operator uses the Telephone to send the Guest a silent voicemail 

to ensure the request has been met to satisfaction. 

7.3.2 Potential Problems 

In situations where systems are not directly integrated, such as the PMS and SoS system, there could be 
gaps in the entry of the task. Guests could check-in late and the details in the PMS could not ever make it 
to housekeeping to be addressed. A guest app that is not integrated directly with a concierge system 
could show information that is out of date, in the case that a reservation needs to change. This allows 
multiple systems to have different versions of the “current state” of things, making it harder for the hotel to 
ensure smooth execution.  
 
In every interaction listed, people are serving as the glue between departments. Using telephones allows 
information to be misheard, details to be missed and accountability to be dropped. Small hiccups can 
arise such as a guest running late due to the wait on a toothbrush delivered to the wrong room. Recovery 
from these small instances can vary in impact, but in all cases the perception of the business, and the 
loyalty of the guest, are tainted. 
 
In a multi-department operation, the impact of a missed step is exacerbated. When something goes 
wrong, it takes longer for the operation to reset since multiple departments need to have resources ready 
for the task. Coordinating in a dynamic environment takes a lot of effort and having disconnected systems 
typically requires management to step in and perform a fire-drill to get everything back in shape. Course 
correcting also gets in the way of current work that needs to get done.  
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7.3.3 Impact of Adopting the HCP 

When hotels have multiple departments adopting the HCP, the entire operation can undergo a significant 
transformation in how collaboration happens. Transferring ownership of tasks between departments 
becomes seamless, and accountability can be retained throughout the process. Every part of the 
accountability chain can keep full context of the information needed to resolve a guest issue. People in 
contact with the guest can be alerted instantly if something goes wrong, and a central SLA can keep 
watch over the execution of tasks irrespective of what department owns it at the time. 
 
As systems become integrated, the potential in human error of transferring data and serving as the glue 
goes away. As various parts of the organization act on a task and the general status of things change, all 
parts can be in perfect sync. Also, as last-minute changes occur, and information comes in quickly (e.g. 
last-minute check-in), any related request can be automatically communicated, leaving no room for 
human error. The HCP allows a property to operate at a higher aspiration.  

7.4 Central resource to Multi-Property Communication 

An ownership group operating a portfolio of mid-level, full-service hotels has decided to centralize their 
PBX for North America. The driver of the change is to reduce costs, make the efficiency of the operation 
better and standardize the operating procedures. The hotels are able to operate at a leaner level, but the 
objective is to make this change seamless to the guest. The brand believes that by centralizing the PBX, 
a consistency can be created that could boost loyalty and maintain service standards. For this to occur, 
the PBX is asked to own the successful execution of tasks and follow up with guests upon completion of 
high-priority ones. 

7.4.1 Current Communication 

The current PBX is leveraging a cloud VoIP system, which allows for telephone routing to be simple 
between the property and the shared resource. Guests are unaware they are seamlessly connected to 
the off-property, and appropriate information about the guest coming from the PMS system is displayed. 
The central PBX does not have any specific integration with the internal operation of the hotel. Often 
times a telephone call is necessary to the heads of the respective departments to pass a task over. In 
certain instances, such as housekeeping, a coordinator is necessary to dispatch requests that come from 
phone calls. Each hotel has a radio system, and some have systems for concierge, housekeeping and 
engineering. All PBX communication happens through the telephone since there is no integration 
between each hotel system and the central PBX. Some departments in the hotel use paper and in-person 
communication, which requires the PBX to speak to a coordinator, and follow-up consistently since there 
is no system to track the execution.  

7.4.2 Potential Problems 

While the centralized PBX offers an incredible opportunity for cost savings and standardization, the 
operation really suffers in any instance where the hotel needs to execute on a task. The PBX can do a 
great job at answering questions, but when local staff need to be activated to execute on a task, there are 
many opportunities for service gaps. Communicating down to the hotel only via telephone is very limiting 
and could lead to information being lost or misheard. Departments that are constantly on the go are not 
accessible since even radios cannot be accessed, requiring a central person at the hotel to dispatch the 
execution of any task. This means that in certain busy times, the PBX may not be able to get access to 
the person they need to execute a task and must persistently call until they do. 
 
Once a task is handed over, ensuring accountability is very difficult. Whereas on-property staff can follow 
up on the radio or find the person when necessary; these technologies are not integrated into a 
centralized PBX. A big part of the execution begins to rely on trust and there is little verification possible. 
This makes having the PBX own execution become somewhat unrealistic, with no way to check progress 
or keep track of the state of requests remotely. Persistent calling becomes the only way to stay on top of 
a set of work, which is not ideal. As staff on the PBX of the hotel side change shifts, there is a lot of room 
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for tasks to lose accountability and guaranteeing service delivery consistency becomes virtually 
impossible. 

7.4.3 Impact of Adopting the HCP 

Adding an HCP to a shared resource, such as a PBX, breaks down the communication barriers in a 
significant way. An HCP allows the centralized department to function as if it is sitting in the same 
property and it is able to properly collaborate with the on-property departments. The HCP creates a digital 
mode for communication that is accessible anywhere in the world and puts an off-property resource in 
control of the same tools staff have on-property. There is no longer the need to persistently call and 
expect availability on the other side. Communication flows through explicit digital channels, which 
guarantees delivery, routing and receipt confirmation (ultimately detailing tracking, reporting and 
accountability). The right people can find any information and a centralized SLA is there to keep track of 
the execution. There is no single person at the hotel responsible for routing information. The state of any 
task that is communicated is clearly represented in real time, allowing the PBX to follow through on 
owning the quality and execution of high-priority issues. It becomes easy for the PBX to communicate 
with a guest about any issue and ensure completion. Shift change becomes inconsequential as well since 
all communication is in a central system, and any details that are important can be annotated. An HCP 
allows the ownership group to fully execute on the centralized PBX without risking service quality gaps. 

7.5 Corporate Brand to Multi-Property Communication 

A growing luxury brand decides to roll out a modern communication strategy to adapt to the needs of the 
millennial traveler. Hotels are spread between the US and Europe, ranging in size from 80 to 250 rooms. 
Corporate believes that by having a deeper connection with guests pre-, during, and post-stay, the brand 
will be able to build loyalty and continue to expand. The communication strategy involves releasing a 
brand app with chat capabilities, and a central SMS number for guest communication. Depending on the 
success of the experiment, the brand would also like to release messaging on social platforms, such as 
Facebook. The brand is looking to spread globally, therefore building a consistent connection with the 
guest is paramount. In general, the brand has dealt only with booking and has allowed service to be 
handled at the hotel level. This new strategy brings corporate into the service delivery chain for certain 
communication.  

7.5.1 Current Communication 

The current communication with the guest from the brand occurs over email and phone. The brand has 
established high quality standards in the call centers and is incredible at providing the perfect booking 
experience around the globe. Since booking is done in advance, the communication channels have 
served their need, and email confirmation is always there to step in when necessary. The brand has 
added a central interface for the in-app chat and SMS for the call centers in order to receive incoming 
communication. The call center does not have access to any of the systems of the hotels. The general 
handover has been done through the PMS notes when it comes to booking, and through email or phone 
when something is more urgent.  
 
With the new communication system, guests are beginning to engage on communication regarding an 
active trip. Questions about outstanding requests come up, which require the call center to get in touch 
with the local hotel and the urgent matters rely on phone calls to the front desk. The technology in each 
hotel is non-standardized; some hotels use systems for managing guest requests and others rely on a 
tightly integrated staff, leveraging radios and paper. The varied communication methods require the call 
centers to create playbooks for each hotel. In some instances, the language barrier causes the call center 
to rely on the front desk of each hotel. 

7.5.2 Potential Problems 

While the communication channels for the brand have opened up with respect to the guest, the actual 
execution is still very disconnected and error-prone. Relaying timely information down to the property is 
quite difficult as is ensuring receipt of it. Emails are not sufficient, so the call center uses the phone to call 
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each local hotel. Since the hotels all vary in size, there is no single operation that can be assumed at any 
hotel and asking the property a question is difficult. Call centers need to generally call the front desk 
consistently to find out the status of things, and the SMS/app solution becomes more of a façade, 
resulting in a lot of manual work behind the scenes.  
 
The front desk of every hotel can become overloaded with calls. There is a lot of room to have gaps in 
communication between the text-based guest requests, the phone call to the front desk and the final 
dispatch of the request within the property. There is no way for the call centers to monitor the completion 
of the request, requiring persistent calling to the property for high-priority tasks.  
 
Since the hotels are spread globally, language issues prevent general follow-up and a front desk agent 
becomes the intermediary between the brand and the hotel. Shift changes present opportunities for work 
to be dropped. Context is really owned by the front desk agents and when they are busy, there is no good 
way to know where something stands. The call centers are consistently out of touch with the state of 
things, causing guests frustration when leveraging the app or SMS channels for any communication 
beyond questions or booking. 

7.5.3 Impact of Adopting the HCP 

The HCP allows a brand to execute the communication from the brand to the property in an end-to-end 
fashion. All hotels and brands are on the same platform, creating a unified way to communicate. Even the 
local staff moving around a hotel can provide up-to-date status with their apps, which connects the brand 
to every staff member in real time.  
 
The call centers can easily route questions to the relevant people at the hotel level without needing to 
know the intricacy of the operation. Every hotel is trained to handle requests from the brand with high 
urgency and a central SLA ensures completion. Since the interaction is all text-based, the hotels can see 
the entire communication thread and the interaction will be available to anyone who needs it. The hotels 
can even interact with the guests directly, if necessary. 
 
Any communication that requires specific tasks can centrally spawn work and retain linking to it, allowing 
the guest chat to link to the work being done. If the departments doing the work speak a different 
language, the HCP can easily localize the work.  
 
Since all of the work is being done in a united manner, the brand is constantly building a better 
understanding of the guest. Profiles become much easier to manage, and as guests travel from hotel to 
hotel, their history travels with them. The communication strategy is no longer impacted by the availability 
of the front desk, since the HCP is handling the routing and connecting all staff as if every department is 
part of one larger operation.  
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8 Framework Trends & Considerations 

8.1 Trends 

The HCP framework is built upon various trends in hospitality, consumer technology and hotel 
technology. All of this affects how the HCP is approached and why it is necessary to do so. The 
considerations include shifts in hospitality, consumer technology and hotel technology. 
 
The following is a list of trends in hospitality: 
 

1. Sharing Economy: Alternative accommodation providers, such as AirBnB, are gaining significant 

ground with full impact still to be seen. 

2. Franchisee Environment: Corporate standards are difficult to implement with a global hotel base 

and disparate decision makers. 

3. Brand Consolidation: Major mergers are changing the landscape of technology for hotels. Chain 

hotels are able to leverage centralized technical resources while independent hotels have more 

needs to keep up with. 

4. Staff Turnover: Many hotels have staff that are transient, where learning technology is a deterrent 

to success. 

5. In Room Revenue Drop: Investment needs reduced for in-room phones, movies and more due to 

BYOD with guests. New revenue opportunities are being explored, such as in-room tablets. 

 
The following are relevant trends in consumer technology: 
 

1. Social Messaging: Guests are as diverse as their communication methods, with the use of social 

networks still in infancy and diverse around the world.  

2. AI and Bots: A new breed of commoditized intelligent technology is coming on the market, 

pushing for autonomous systems that improve over time, with little human intervention and 

involvement compared to current systems.  

8.2 Considerations 

Applying the framework to adopt an HCP should take into account a number of considerations. None of 
these are impediments to adoption, but each should be discussed to make sure that adoption is set up for 
success. Hoteliers should work with potential partners to address these issues to ensure a successful 
implementation.  
 
The workgroup has identified the following topics impactful in implementing the HCP successfully: 
 

1. Cybersecurity: The danger of security is higher than ever, with many high-profile hacks occurring 

monthly.  

2. Shift Away from Front Desk Phone: Phones are being removed from the front desk so front desk 

staff can provide proper focus on the face-to-face guest experience. 

3. BYOD or Corporate Devices: There is a debate between BYOD and corporate devices; some 

staff do not have personal devices or prefer to use corporate ones, so it is important to be flexible.   

4. Guest Perception of Staff’s Mobile Communication: Since mobile phones are ubiquitous, having 

applications for staff run on devices that look like consumer phones may imply a lack of 

professionalism to the untrained eye. Establishing best practices with staff devices in public 

spaces is important.   

5. Integration Costs: Hotels do not generally have resources to implement integrations in-house and 

need to work with external consultants, preventing complete integration due to costs. Integrations 
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are costly and may require extra investment when any parts of the system get upgraded. The 

likelihood to change parts of the HCP should be a factor in selecting the right adoption option.  

6. Staff Language Barrier: Staff across a hotel may speak different languages, and that may limit the 

staff capability to use certain communication mediums. Having the HCP allow for translation can 

help departments that have language barriers communicate. 

7. Staff Literacy Barrier: It is important to consider that not all hotel staff are able to read and write. 

So, the HCP should be optimized in a way that allows staff who cannot read to still be effective. In 

the case of replacing radios with a more structured communication, using visuals and images 

where possible in the HCP ensures success.  

8. Hotel Wi-Fi: Since the HCP requires cloud communication, the hotel needs to have appropriate 

Wi-Fi to support the communication. This may require not only improving the Wi-Fi strength and 

creating a staff network, but also extending Wi-Fi to non-guest facing places, such as stairwells or 

a storage room. This ensures that staff can remain accessible and “on-line” irrespective of where 

they are. 
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9 Conclusion and Call to Action 

9.1 The time to act is now 

It has never been more important than now to improve the communication infrastructure of a hotel. As the 
age of platforms set in, the industry is faced with tremendous opportunity and risk. Companies such as 
Dominoes show the power of adopting a platform for a traditional business, their stock has outperformed 
Google, Apple and Amazon7 by streamlining the communication infrastructure between their consumers 
and business. This suggests a great opportunity for hotels that figure out how service delivery and 
communication can boost their brand promise. 
 
On the other side, companies such as Uber and Amazon are uprooting a number of industry staples and 
completely redefining their space. Leveraging the platform technology, they have come into direct 
communication with their consumer and made their operation so seamless and efficient, making it very 
hard to compete. There is even a term called the “Amazon Effect,”8 which refers to the many retail stores 
shutting down because their consumer is choosing Amazon. As of mid 2017, AirBnB has become bigger 
than the world’s top five brands put together9 – the writing is on the wall. 
 
The HCP is a path for hotels to not only survive but thrive in these ever-changing times. The hospitality 
industry has all the elements to continue evolving and improving communication, but cloud technology 
must become the center of how communication occurs. Every communication method must work together 
in an effort to bring the staff closer to each other, and the guest. The ultimate result of adopting an HCP is 
simply for a hotel to be better at being a hotel. By becoming more unified, the industry can establish a 
stronghold, and we come together through communication.  

9.2 Actions by stakeholder 

Getting on a path to adopt the HCP in your organization will require getting the support of your operations 
teams and the buy in or the leaders of your staff. To make this successful, it is important to align on the 
communication objectives across the operation and create a vision that factors in how every department 
works together.  
 
Below are recommended steps from HTNG’s Cloud Communications Workgroup: 
 

1. Inspire Action: Share this document with your senior leadership team and ensure that everyone 

understands both the importance of the HCP as well as the various paths to achieve it.  

2. Agree on a Mission: Create an agreement on the service level that everyone should be striving 

for. Since the goal of a communication framework in a hotel is to help the staff meet or exceed 

the expectations of a guest, clarify exactly how service needs to act in order to do that. Once 

expectations are set, it will be clear what communication is needed. 

3. Map Communication: Understanding how the hotel communicates is a key part of identifying 

gaps. Breaking down every department and what systems they use will help brainstorm what to 

                                                      
 
 
7 https://qz.com/938620/dominos-dpz-stock-has-outperformed-google-goog-facebook-fb-apple-aapl-and-
amazon-amzn-this-decade/ 
 
8 https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevendennis/2017/06/19/should-we-care-whether-amazon-is-
systematically-destroying-retail/#b9274256b1f0 
 
9 https://thespaces.com/2017/08/15/airbnb-now-bigger-worlds-top-five-hotel-brands-put-together/ 
 

https://qz.com/938620/dominos-dpz-stock-has-outperformed-google-goog-facebook-fb-apple-aapl-and-amazon-amzn-this-decade/
https://qz.com/938620/dominos-dpz-stock-has-outperformed-google-goog-facebook-fb-apple-aapl-and-amazon-amzn-this-decade/
https://thespaces.com/2017/08/15/airbnb-now-bigger-worlds-top-five-hotel-brands-put-together/
https://thespaces.com/2017/08/15/airbnb-now-bigger-worlds-top-five-hotel-brands-put-together/
https://qz.com/938620/dominos-dpz-stock-has-outperformed-google-goog-facebook-fb-apple-aapl-and-amazon-amzn-this-decade/
https://qz.com/938620/dominos-dpz-stock-has-outperformed-google-goog-facebook-fb-apple-aapl-and-amazon-amzn-this-decade/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevendennis/2017/06/19/should-we-care-whether-amazon-is-systematically-destroying-retail/#b9274256b1f0
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevendennis/2017/06/19/should-we-care-whether-amazon-is-systematically-destroying-retail/#b9274256b1f0
https://thespaces.com/2017/08/15/airbnb-now-bigger-worlds-top-five-hotel-brands-put-together/
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fix. Catalogue the full stack of communication tools in the hotel. Make sure to cover how staff 

communicate within a department, between departments and with guests. 

4. Identification of Gaps: Taking the current communication system as it stands, work with leaders 

of each organization to find cases where things went wrong. Real events can help emphasize the 

need to do this and should serve as a litmus test for any solution. While cost saving is a valuable 

benefit of the HCP, finding opportunities to improve service is the primary driver. Identify times 

where communication prevented the property from meeting or exceeding guest expectations. 

5. Planning: Review the section related to adopting the HCP (Section 7) and identify which factors 

need to drive the decision with regard to complexity, cost, maintenance, flexibility and ultimate 

value proposition capture. Determine which is the most realistic path for success and build a 

holistic document that captures the end-to-end vision. It would be helpful to create a target map of 

communications that can be shared with everyone in the project to see the end goal(s). 

6. Partnering: Identify a single resource to own the execution of the vision. This is not a solution 

that can be done in pieces, the whole point is a holistic vision. Once the holistic vision is owned, 

separate pieces will come into play, but one person should be responsible for the entirety of it. 

This can be an internal or a consulting resource, but ideally, they both architect and drive the 

solution to completion. The HCP lead should engage vendors, present them with the full vision, 

and enter into a discussion on capabilities. In many cases, some custom work will be necessary, 

but the HCP lead should be able to do it all incrementally.  

7. Execution: It is recommended to start small with the least complex pieces. The key to any big 

change is to show positive results in a confined area and build on the success. Select the hub 

and implement a critical component, improving the communication within one department. Once 

that is in place, add another department to improve communication between departments. Then, 

look at improving staff and guest communication. Starting with the staff will create inherent buy-in 

and guarantee success. 

8. Evaluation and Calibration: The key to success is not assuming this will all go right in the first 

round. The environment is always changing and keeping a flexible mindset is important to 

achieve adoption. Make sure that there are clear ways to measure success. This can be through 

a number of messages, including guest recovery, TripAdvisor scores, etc. Make sure someone is 

collecting metrics and checking that things are getting better. When improvement is not evident, 

calibrate the HCP around what is not working. The HCP is simply a tool, it needs to be used 

properly to have an effect, so monitoring success and adjusting consistently will be critical. 

 
Most importantly, remember that evolution is hard, but it is the foundation of growth. We have an 
incredible opportunity as an industry to use technology to help us deliver service better than what was 
possible before. There is work to do to get there, but when properly implemented, the HCP allows a hotel 
to be the best version of itself, and loyalty and stability will surely follow. 
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10 Appendices 

10.1 Current Communication Methods 

The following is a set of communication methods that currently exist in hotels: 
 

Communication Category Methods or Technologies 

Structured • Work order/ticket 

• Workflow 

• Routing (by role, trade, presence) 

• Ownership 

• Business rules 

Voice • Internal Wi-Fi Calling 

• PBX Voice Integration  

• PSTN Voice Calling 

• Push to Talk (PTT) 

• Telephone system console integrated access 

• Voice group calling 

Text • Staff-to-staff messaging 

• Staff-to-guest messaging 

• Staff group messaging 

• Confirmation of message delivery 

Video • Video conferencing calling 

• Video/picture file sharing 

Messenger • Text messaging strategies and legal 
limitations 

• Messaging apps (WhatsApp, Telegraph, Kik, 
WeChat) 

• Social networks (Facebook, Twitter) 

Bot • Voicebot 

• Chatbot 

10.2 How to Build a Cloud Communication Diagram for Your Hotel 

The workgroup has produced a tool to allow a property to map out their current communication between 
departments. Visualizing this flow allows for all of the stakeholders to clearly see the problem and strive 
for a simplified solution. The solution will be hosted by ALICE, one of the Co-chairs of this group. 
 
Map Builder: www.htng.org/communicationsmap 
 
 

http://www.htng.org/communicationsmap
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Click on any department to see a detailed sample of all the communication methods available.  

 

 

Figure 4 

Click on a communication method to see all the departments using this method. 
 

 

Figure 5 

Once ready to build your own version of this map, log-in with Google or LinkedIn. At that point, you will be 
able to edit the name of any department or communication method. You can also upload or download the 
actual interactions.  
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Figure 6 

10.3 Sample Cloud Communication Diagrams 

Here are some sample diagrams the HTNG Cloud Communications Workgroup created to map the 
communication of sample hotels. 
 
Budget hotel without a PBX integrated: 
 

 

Figure 7 
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A simple hotel with no bell and a disconnected reservations team:  
 

 

Figure 8 
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